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I’m so proud of the entire BTR management team for diving headfirst into learning new systems, processes,
people, all while maintaining the exceptional service quality that we provide our customers. My gratitude
goes out to everyone on the team, however I think we would all agree one individual stood out and helped
all of us in a big way, and that individual is Rob Blankenship. Even though Rob is already incredibly busy
with his own accounts, Rob has been constantly jumping in to help other PMs and managers who are not
even in his dept. One specific example I’d like to recognize is when he noticed a common misunderstanding
in our systems, so he set up a Teams meeting to go over this issue with all BTR PMs and ensure everyone
understood. He is never asked to do this and doesn’t expect anything in return, but he absolutely deserves
the highest level of recognition, and a big bright light should shine on him as the perfect example of the
employee and leader we all strive to be at BTR.- John Morris, President, BT Retail Solutions

Rob Blankenship
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Erik has been today and we
discovered - Heather,
Marketing

a goGetter!
soooo great with Go Happy. He actually caught an issue and alerted me

major issue with the API feed with new hires.. Thank you, Erik, for being a

Jennifer Hartman & Team

it.- Walgreens
request desire to
support for

Jennifer
and I

I met the team in #3733 today and they are fantastic, I’m very pleased to have them! I was curious if I may
Hartman for my Renton Store #4627 next week? She mentioned today the

am all

This crew (Mario,
spirits and just

and team! - Lowes

Luis, Jose, Rebecca, Maria, Jennifer) is top notch! They’re very respectful, they’re in great
great workers. Every morning I came in the dept conditions were excellent. No signs that a

large reset was in progress other than the bays being moved at high speed and with great quality. Ive had
many 3PL teams doing resets in my stores over my years at Lowes and this was probably the smoothest

best kept and ran team that I have seen so far. Great job Mario and

the past. -ACE
Just wanted t to share it has been a pleasure in working with your team. I would say Ron and the team
have gone over and above what previous companies have done in

Tim, has been such a great partner today. So glad to have someone on days to assist!- The Home Depot

Erik Scheiber

Mario & TeamCortinas

Tim Donovan

Ron Thrasher



because he

Laura Howard was working on a Cooler reset with Coke and I received a call from the Coke manager who told
me that our employee Laura was a rock star and truly knew her job.Keith the Coke manager said is rep that
made this comment was a bear to work for and for him to say this about our employee she must be
AWESOME normally doesn’t have anything positive to say about anyone. - Meagan Blair

& TeamEmily Reddye
Ican let you know what an incredible team we had here. The reset team rolled with everything thrown at

them with ease and confidence. I welcome working with them anytime. Team leader Emily is truly a rock
star. Please thank them all for me.- Fred Meyer

and
I would like to request that Robin works at all of our Save Mart Resets. She is the most reliable and
talented person we have had the pleasure to work with from apollo. She is very experienced works
very well with our teams.

the
Just thought I would reach out and let you know that the crew that came in was amazing! I would say

best third workedparty crew I have with.- Lowes

I wanted to thank you and your team for this round of recent resets.,The crew (R.L. Butler and female
associate that joined him) did a fantastic job.I would like them to assist on all future resets , as we have
had difficulty in the past.They were fantastic!Thank you again, and please pass on this feedback to
them, as they deserve it. - Meijer

Laura Howard

Robin Runzel

Richard & Claudia Butler

Flynn & TeamTom



Thank you for all of the hard work and helping us get this signed off.- Lowes

Emily Reddye & Team

have
as

I just want to let you know how much I love and appreciate Emily and her team. They all went above and beyond

always
to get my remodel done. They all made Apollo look great and deserve to be rewarded and appreciated. I hope to

these awesome people for all my future resets. I finally have someone who has the same pride in
their work I do. Thanks for sending me the best- Fred Meyer

andWork is done on our racking, Mathew Joy and Braxton Terril were very professional, courteous
efficient.- Lowes

store! They were very knowledgeable about the project and had no problem diving right in. My 2 MSA’s made
sure to perform all necessary prep work as well as joined your team to complete the reset. We all worked well
together, and it was a very enjoyable experience. The attached photo is of course of your team as well as MSA

recognition award your company gives, this team is well deserving.- Floor Tile, Lowes

I just wanted to let you know how your team performed the Floor Tile reset at our store. The best way I could
put it would be, if there is ever another reset that we are using Apollo, I would request this team to return to my

Jason and MSA Andy. I am not seen as I took the photo, but credit is due to all of them! I wanted to send this
to you as I feel the bad is usually what is communicated. This time, nothing but excellent! If there is any

Rebecca Burton & Team

Matthew Joy & Braxton Terril

&Narium Williams, Robert Davis, Dontae LaNyia Smith



I just want was absolutely

the greatest. Perfection!!! - Customer

to let you know that your assembler was absolutely the greatest. Let me repeat…he

So quiet and kind. - Customernice, very hardworking, efficient, and very

Derrick Green

Jakob Markowitz

to

Derek (I apologize if misspelled) was absolutely fantastic!He completed the job very quickly and was very kind
and polite. We highly recommend him for his work ethic, quality of work and courtesy. We will recommend
Apollo others ourbased on experience.- Customer

I wanted to take a moment to express my appreciation for the progress we’ve made together in reducing

Last week, I was able to review Wave 40 from the SRP 2023 stores, and I must say, I’m impressed with the
quality of work that has been delivered. The attention to detail and commitment to excellence is evident in
every aspect of the project. This is a testament to our collective commitment to continuous improvement
and our shared goal of delivering high-quality work. Thank you for your ongoing partnership and dedication

errors for SRP Phase Plans. It’s been wonderful to see how we’ve worked as a team to achieve our goals and
strive for excellence in our work. I’m thrilled to report that we have not only met our initial goal of reducing
errors by 50%, but we have almost reached the 90% mark. This is a significant accomplishment, and I want
to acknowledge the hard work and dedication that has gone into achieving it. It’s clear that your team has
put in a tremendous effort and has gone above and beyond to make this happen.

to excellence. Let’s continue to work together to build on this success and achieve even greater outcomes in
the future.

Man Lok

Matthew Joy & Braxton Terril



toLisa Beasley from District Manager.District Coordinator

Did you know Wellness
has made baby boxes for
expecting Apollo moms?

Let us you a
we’ll

send some swag!

have

you
bun in the

marketing@apolloretail.com

know if
oven and

Kayla Goddard's, Little One, Peyton.
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son, Dominic Gonzalez, was signed
Mens Track & Field team in

He is graduating from Freedom High
School in Way to !



On Wednesday May its first Breathwork
session through the There are a

benefits however, the top
5 are as follows.

at 1p ET, Apollo hosted
Wellness department.

number of breathwork provides,

The breathwork session (a Toronto-based Social
Bathhouse

FREE on youtube.

was provided by Othership
which also has a mindfulness app) You can get the Breathwork

for Anxiety

Balanced blood pressure.
More time in deep sleep.

Reduction of PTSD and feelings of trauma.
Stronger respiratory function.

Better immune system.
Release of stress hormones from your body.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdhB6iKILZI&t=128s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdhB6iKILZI&t=128s







